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Summary

The momeaU of ^-optimal second-order designs for regression on cubei arc
derived.using a method that requires solving an univariate equation rather than
a ^air of equations involving two variables as required by the'standard metho .
Keywords : y4-optimal. Cubic region, Second-order design.

Introduction

Galil and Kiefer (1977) considered designs for quadratic regression on
cubes and studied the performance of various optimal designs under
variation of criteria. Among the new results presented by them was the
derivation of /1-optimal designs. Their method for deriving these designs
required numerical solution of a pair of 6thi degree equations in two
variables. In the present paper an alternative derivation of these designs
is provided. In this method the problem is reduced to solving a single
univariate equation.

2. The Method

Under ^l-optimality criterion the objective is to minimize tr (?)
where M (5) is the information matrix of the design 5. As stated by
Galil and Kiefer (1977), for our problem we only need to consider sym
metric 5*8. For a second-order symmetric 5, among the moments of
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order four or less only three are nonzero and
trM-»(?)= F(a3.oc„a,,)

= 1+ + k{k~ 1)1(2 + {k- !)/(«, _ a,,)
+ (1 - A: a2)/{ + (k - 1) a„ - k olU ,

where

^ "*<1 = -f (x,) «a2 - J^xjxl 5 (dx) u^

^ experimental region
ity we ofgeneral-
fi n, r,7 Then under ^-optimality criterion the objective is

F(«„ «,,) = I + kl«, + k(/c - 1)1(2 «,,) + (4 _ ^

•ubject to I > aa > > 0, „ (yj. _ . _
substituting/ = «3,/«3^e may write

f'K, «22) = F* (/, «,) = Am +B(0/(1 - p)
wherep = AKa/O + (/t_ 1)^}^
^ (0 = A: [A: + A: (A: - l)/(2 r) + (fc _ i)/(i _
> l/{ 1+(^- l) f}.]/{! + (A: _ 1)

^(0= [1 + A:/{1 + (A: -

and consider the equivalent problem of minimizing V* (t, a^) with res
pect to . and a,. The constraints now are 1>, >%. 1>V> 0

V (0... (/)) = (,) „ [(^ ^ ,

whfch »e have to minimize »i,h respect to , or e,m,.le«Iy •ni-i-,..
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(^) u-a ^ith respect to t. Thus the problem is reduced to ati um-ILate minimization problem which can be easily ta^led_numenc ^

If, =r„ is the solution then the minimizmg valu^of P^.s^ - ^ - W'o).
The solutions to the original problem are «a «, { + I
ta) and «„ = •

3. Discussion

The method illustrated above ^as applied to derive "le Tments of
4-optimal designs for regression on fe-dimensjonal cubes. The results
obtained for fe = 2to fc = 10 are displayed mTable 1.

k t ». «3a ]

2 0.6579 0.5714 0.3759

3 0.6915 0.6148 0.4251

4 0.7153 0.6457 0.6419

5 0.7335 0.6695 0.4911

6 0.7481 0.6886 0.5152

7 0.7600 0.7044 0.5353

8 0.7702 0.7179 0.5529

9 0.7790 0.7296 0.5683

10 0.7868 0.7399 0.5821

The results clearly maica luuso ^ ^
(1977), the discrepancies in third and fourth decimal places bemg ex
plained by rounding ofiF errors.

The method may be useful in other contexts as well
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